Rationally, a map between flag manifolds is seen to be determined up to homotopy by the homomorphism it induces on cohomology. Two algebraic results for cohomology endomorphisms then serve (a) to determine those flag manifolds which have (nontrivial) self-maps that factor through a complex projective space, and (b) for a special class of flag manifolds, to classify the self-maps of their rationalizations up to homotopy. 0. Introduction. The homotopy classes of self-maps of a complex projective space are classified by an integral degree, and we show that, for rational homotopy, there is an analogous result for a much larger class of homogeneous spaces. These spaces are quotients of a unitary group by a closed connected subgroup of maximal rank, and, just as for projective spaces, the degree of a self-map is determined by its effect on a two-dimensional cohomology class. The first step is to observe that homotopy classes of endomorphisms of the minimal model for the rational homotopy type of such a space correspond bijectively with endomorphisms of the rational cohomology algebra (see Theorem 1.1). The second step is to classify the cohomology endomorphisms. Such a classification was given in [GH1] for the Grassmann manifold of complex p-planes in complex /i-space (for n greater than 2p2), and it follows that the rational homotopy classes of self-maps are indeed classified by a rational degree.
0. Introduction. The homotopy classes of self-maps of a complex projective space are classified by an integral degree, and we show that, for rational homotopy, there is an analogous result for a much larger class of homogeneous spaces. These spaces are quotients of a unitary group by a closed connected subgroup of maximal rank, and, just as for projective spaces, the degree of a self-map is determined by its effect on a two-dimensional cohomology class. The first step is to observe that homotopy classes of endomorphisms of the minimal model for the rational homotopy type of such a space correspond bijectively with endomorphisms of the rational cohomology algebra (see Theorem 1.1). The second step is to classify the cohomology endomorphisms. Such a classification was given in [GH1] for the Grassmann manifold of complex p-planes in complex /i-space (for n greater than 2p2), and it follows that the rational homotopy classes of self-maps are indeed classified by a rational degree.
Here, in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, we give the analogous result for the flag manifolds M(l,p, q)=U(l+p + q)/(U(l) X U(p) X U(q)).
The cohomology endomorphisms fall into a finite number (often one) of families, each of which is classified by a rational degree. Some of these families are represented by the endomorphisms induced by conjugation in U(l + p + q) by elements of the normalizer of U(l) X U(p) X U(q), but if 1, p, and q are distinct we get only the identity in this way. The rest are represented by idempotents, which we call projective endomorphisms because they factor through the cohomology of complex projective space. Such projective endomorphisms (for any flag manifold) are in turn classified in Theorem 1.3 by factorizations over Z of the polynomial
To pass from the rational to the ordinary homotopy category, we use Theorem 1.2. It states that, given an arbitrary homomorphism between the graded rational cohomology rings of two formal finite nilpotent CW complexes, we can "increase its degree" (by composing with a rational automorphism, see §1) to obtain a homomorphism that is induced by a map. In particular, Theorem 1.3 determines the flag manifolds that have nontrivial projective endomorphisms on cohomology, and for each of these manifolds there are infinitely many homotopy classes of (homologically nontrivial) self-maps which factor through a complex projective space.
Finally, the flag manifolds M(l,p, q) for fixedp form a direct system with limit the classifying space B(U(l) X U(p)). By comparing our results with those for classifying spaces given in [AM] , we conclude that (if p ^ 1) among the self-maps which induce projective endomorphisms there is no infinite compatible family. This is a special case of Theorem 1.5. Thus it seems unlikely that such maps can be constructed by direct geometrical methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In §1 we state and discuss our results, Theorems 1.1-1.5. The proof of Theorem 1. n is given in section n + 1.
We wish to thank Guido Mislin both for help in understanding the ideas from rational homotopy theory which are used in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and also for specific suggestions about the formulation of those proofs. We also thank Larry Smith for prodding us into proving 1.1 in its current generality. Finally, the first author thanks Beno Eckmann and the Forschungsinstitut fur Mathematik at the Eidgenossiche Technische Hochschule Zurich for their kind hospitality during the preparation of this paper.
1. Results. We consider homogeneous manifolds of the form U(n)/H where H is a closed, connected subgroup of maximal rank. By [BS] , H is conjugate to, and so we can assume equal to, U(nj) X U(n2) X ■ • • X U(nk) for some partition n = n, + n2 + ■ ■ ■ +nk with k > 2 and «, < n2 < • • ■ < nk. We term the quotient a (generalized) flag manifold, and denote it by M, or by M(nx, n2, . . . , nk) when we wish to specify the partition. Note that all our results have immediate analogs for quaternionic flag manifolds, Sp(n)/H, which (except for dimensions being doubled) have the same cohomology algebra structures as the corresponding complex flag manifolds.
Our first result states that the cohomology functor from the homotopy category to the category of graded algebras over the rationals is faithful on the full subcategory of rationalizations of flag manifolds. Theorem 1.1. Let M0 and Mq denote the rationalizations of two flag manifolds M and M'. Then f-> //*(/; Q) induces a bijection from the set [M0, Mjj\ of homotopy classes of maps to the set of graded algebra homomorphisms from H*(M'; Q) to H*(M; Q).
Recall that, since M and M' are finite dimensional, each homotopy class of maps from Mq to Mq is represented by at most finitely many (if any) homotopy classes of maps from M to M' [HMR] . Furthermore, there are maps from M to M' whose rationalizations do represent infinitely many of the homotopy classes in [M0, Mj^. One such infinite collection is given in [Fr] , and a different (though overlapping) collection is obtained from the following general result (cf. [S, 12.4] there is a self-map f: X -» X which induces an automorphism of H*(X; Q) such that f* ° <p is induced by a map g: X -> Y.
We next investigate the cohomology auto-and endomorphisms of flag mamfolds. For any graded algebra over Q and any X E Q, the formula <p(x) = AdimW;c, for all homogeneous x, gives a well-defined automorphism. We refer to these as "grading" endomorphisms. (In [O] and [GH1] , they were termed Adams endomorphisms, by analogy with the Adams operations on BU(n).) Since our cohomology algebras are concentrated in even dimensions, we can use 5 dim(x) as the exponent of X. There are corresponding self-maps of M, for infinitely many X E Z, by [Fr] . The nontrivial grading endomorphisms form a group § in the center of the monoid of all nontrivial endomorphisms, so cosets of § are well defined. Since for a flag manifold M, H*(M; Z) is free and finitely generated, there is a corresponding coset structure for endomorphisms of it modulo the submonoid of grading endomorphisms with degree X E Z. For both coefficient rings, this coset structure will provide a notion of degree for all cohomology endomorphisms.
There are also self-maps which have direct constructions. Conjugation by an element of N(H), the normalizer of H in U(n), induces a self-map of M. Nontrivial examples require N(H)/H ^ 1, that is, /t, = /1, for a distinct pair of subscripts. In what follows, we use the term "conjugation" to describe both a self-map of this kind (including the identity) and also the induced automorphism of cohomology.
For all flag manifolds for which results are available, the automorphism group of the rational cohomology algebra is precisely § X (N(H)/H) when n > 3 and § when n = 2. These results include the manifolds coming from partitions of the form n = 1 + • • • +1 [L3] , [EL] , n = 1 + • • • +1 + q with q > \n [LI] , [L2] , n = 2 + q [O] , and n = p + q with q >p [GH1] , [Br] . The Grassmann manifolds, n = p + q, are noteworthy because in all cases for which the entire monoid of endomorphisms has been determined, it consists simply of the automorphisms, § X (N(H)/H), together with the zero endomorphism. Known cases include p < 3 [O] , [GH1] and q > 2p2 -p + 1 [GH1] . For more general flag manifolds, there can be other types of endomorphisms, as we see in Theorem 1.3. Notice that for a flag manifold M for which the cohomology automorphism group is § X (N(H)/H) (and this may not be a restriction), we obtain from 1.2 the corollary: Given a nonzero endomorphism of H*(M; Q), we can increase its degree by composing with a grading endomorphism with degree a positive integer to obtain an endomorphism which is induced by a self-map. In particular, for every prime p, there is an integer X divisible by p so that the grading endomorphism of degree X is induced by a self-map. This gives examples in addition to those constructed in [Fr] .
In this paper we consider partitions with n, = 1 for (at least) / = 1. For each such /, there is a natural map M -> M(\, n -1) = CP(n -1) which induces a monomorphism of cohomology algebras. A cohomology endomorphism which factors through such a monomorphism we call "projective". Since any such monomorphism can be obtained from any other by composing with the appropriate conjugation, we focus on / = 1. To describe projective endomorphisms in more detail, we recall (from [B] ) that H*(M; Q) is generated as an algebra by classes {jc, ,: 1 < i < k, 1 < / < nj), where xt, has dimension 2/ For nx = 1, xx , generates the subalgebra which is the image of H*(CP(n -1); Q) under the natural monomorphism. Our next result characterizes projective endomorphisms in terms of cyclotomic polynomials. Using 1.2, we obtain examples of self-maps of M which factor through CP(n -1). Theorem 1.3. Given a factorization of 1 -t" in the polynomial ring Z[t], 1 -/" = Px(t)P2(t) . . . Pk(t), let n, denote the degree of P,(/). If Px(t) = 1 -t and X is any rational number, then the formula <p(l + x,. , + xi<2 + ■ ■ ■ +*,, J = P,(axu), 1 < i < k,
gives a well-defined (projective) endomorphism of H*(M(1, n2, . . . , nk); Q). Conversely, every nonzero projective endomorphism (for any flag manifold with nx = 1) has this form, up to a conjugation.
There is an analogous statement for integral cohomology, with X required to be an integer.
When the partition has length k = 3, n = 1 + p + q, we can show, for many values of p and q, that every coset of § is represented by a conjugation or a projective endomorphism. Whenp = 1, this follows for all q > 1 from [EL] . Notice that in this case nonzero projective endomorphisms exist if and only if q is even. If 1 < p < q, then the only conjugation is the identity, and we have the following result.
Theorem 1.4. // 1, p, and q are distinct positive integers and q > 2p2 -1, then every (graded algebra) endomorphism of H*(M(l,p, q); R), R = Z or Q, is either a grading endomorphism or a projective endomorphism.
The restriction q » p arises from our method of proof and we conjecture that the result is true without it. Again, for many values of p and q, there are no nonzero projective endomorphisms. For example, if p = 2, then by 1.3 a nonzero projective endomorphism exists if and only if n = 1 + 2 + q is congruent to zero modulo 3 or 4.
As before, the automorphism group (over the rationals) is § X (N(H)/ H), which is just § in the cases covered by the theorem. Including the p = 1 case, the following somewhat sharper statement is immediate from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. In the monoid of nonzero endomorphisms, a complete set of left coset representatives for the automorphism group, § X (N(H)/H), consists of the identity and finitely many projective endomorphisms <p with <p(xx ,) = xx ,, which are idempotents. We conjecture that an analogous result is true for an arbitrary flag manifold.
We next compare our results with those for classifying spaces of Lie groups [AM] and conclude with a comment on the limitations of direct geometrical constructions. If we fix nx, n2, . . . , nk_x and let nk range over (any infinite subset of) the positive integers, we obtain a nested family of flag manifolds with direct limit BG, where G = U(nj) X • • • X U(nk_j). Now {xkJ: 1 < / < nk) are redundant generators for H*(M(nx, . . . , nk); Z), and the remaining generators give, in the inverse limit, classes which freely generate H*(BG; Z).
Since H*(BG; Z) is free, all of the endomorphisms we have found for flag manifolds correspond to (a rather small subset of the) cohomology endomorphisms of BG, and we shall carry over our terminology. Furthermore, these endomorphisms of H*(BG; Z) are actually inverse limits of cohomology endomorphisms of flag manifolds. This is clear for conjugations and grading endomorphisms, and given a projective endomorphism described as in Theorem 1.3, we can take 40) = nk, 4» = nk + n, 42> = nk + In, ... and Pi°\t) = PM, Pix\t) = (1 + f)Pk(t), Pk2\t) = (1 + /" + t2")Pk(t), ..., to get a compatible family. It is natural to ask if an analogous statement can be made for self-maps. For conjugations, the answer is clearly yes: A conjugation of BG is the direct limit of conjugations of flag manifolds. For grading endomorphisms, the answer is not clear: Neither Theorem 1.2 nor [Fr] definitely produce infinite families of self-maps which are compatible with respect to inclusions and induce grading endomorphisms on cohomology. For projective endomorphisms, the answer is, with very few exceptions, no. The precise statement is as follows. Note that the same statement holds for self-maps defined after localization which inverts a fixed finite set of primes.
If we exclude complex projective spaces, the known direct geometrical constructions for self-maps of flag manifolds include those for conjugations and for the fixed point free self-maps of [GH2] , and they do produce infinite compatible families of self-maps. Theorem 1.5 may thus be interpreted as negative evidence for the existence of similarly nice direct constructions for the self-maps (known to exist by Theorem 1.2) which induce projective endomorphisms. The flag manifolds of the form M(l, 1, 2q) are an exception because the idea for the familiar construction of a unit normal vector field on an odd-dimensional sphere also gives a construction for compatible self-maps inducing projective endomorphisms of degree 1 on such flag manifolds. See [GHS] for more details.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We begin by recalling from [B] the algebra structure of H*(M; Q). Let S, = {(i,j) E Z X Z: 1 < / < nj) and S -U (S1,: 1 < / < it}. where Rm has dimension 2m. Let / be the ideal in A generated by /?"..., Rn.
Then A/1 is isomorphic as a graded algebra to H*(M; Q), with x(, corresponding to the /th Chern class of the canonical complex /.,-plane bundle over M. This description follows from the fact that the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration U(n)/H -> BH -> BU(ri) collapses, since both the base and the fiber have nontrivial cohomology only in even dimensions. (Thus the description for Z coefficients is analogous.) For any integer /, 1 < i < k, the generators [xa: a E S,} are redundant, as one sees by inductively solving R. = 0 for xtJ in terms of {xa: a E S -5,}, for / = 1,2,...,/!,.
We shall take / = k to get a presentation of H*(M; Q) with the The rest of the proof consists of observing that these presentations of their cohomology algebras put flag manifolds within the scope of the methods of §16 of [BG] . Recall that a morphism of DG (differential graded) algebras is said to be a weak equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on homology. A minimal model for a space A" is a minimal free commutative (in the graded sense) DG algebra MX together with a weak equivalence from MX to AX, the polynomial de Rham complex of X. If X is simply connected, such an algebra MX will be minimal if the image of the differential is contained in the decomposables. A space X is said to be formal if there is also a weak equivalence from MX to H*(X; Q), where the latter is equipped with the zero differential.
Following [BG] , we can give a simple construction for a minimal model C for a flag manifold M. Let C be the free commutative algebra over Q with generators {xa: a E S -Sk) and {ym: nk + 1 < m < n) and with differential d of degree +1 such that dxa = 0 and dym = Tm. Here xa has the same dimension as in B, which we regard as a subalgebra of C, and so ym has dimension 2m -1. Then the obvious projection tt: C -> B/J = H*(M; Q) is a weak equivalence which can be lifted to a weak equivalence from C to the polynomial de Rham complex AM of M. The key point in this construction is that, by 3.9 of [Ba] , the expressions [Tm: nk + 1 < m < n) form an ESP (or E-) sequence, which is to say that Tm does not represent a zero divisor in B/(Tnk+x, . . ., Tm_j) for m = nk + 1, . . . , n. Now by 6.4 and 7.5 of [BG] , Remark. In some cases, the homotopy relation in Mor(C, C) is also trivial. By [Ba] or a simple counting argument, the cocycle with the smallest odd dimension in C is d(yryr+x), where r = nk + 1, which has dimension 4nk + 5. Thus if 2n' -1 < 4nk + 5, or more simply n' < 2nk + 3, a morphism from C to C is uniquely determined by the homomorphism it induces on homology.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We continue to use the notation for minimal models introduced in the last section. By 6.4 and 7.5 of [BG] , there is a morphism <p' of DG algebras which makes the following diagram commute up to homotopy.
MY -^ MX "rl ivx H*(Y;Q) ^ H*(X,Q)
By the Sullivan-de Rham Equivalence Theorem (see [S] or [BG] ), there is a corresponding map <p": X0^> Y0 between rationalizations of X and Y. We now show that for some choice off: X -> X, we can fill in the dotted arrow to make the following diagram homotopy commute (cf. [GHM] ).
X -» Y fi ivr
Vx <p"
X -> Xq -* Yq
The localization map T/r can be factored into a sequence of principal fibrations rj, with fibers K(Gt, mj), where G, is a torsion group and m, < mi+x. Let /, be the identity on X and suppose inductively that tp" ° t]x ° / lifts to the base space of n,. The obstruction to lifting to the total space is an element u of H1"1 + X(X; Gj) and so has finite order. Since X is formal, there is a self-map h of X so that h induces an isomorphism on rational cohomology and also h*u = 0 (see 12.2 of [S] ). If we put /+, = / ° h, then <p" ° rxx ° fl+, lifts to the total space of t/" which is the base space of t/,+ ,. After finitely many steps, we reach an / for which m, is greater than the dimension of X. Then for/ = /, there are no obstructions to lifting <p" ° t\x ° / to Y.
4. Proof of Theorem 13. Suppose (U(\))n C H C H' C U(n), and let M = U(n)/H and M' = U(n)/H' be the corresponding flag manifolds. There are canonical maps Bi: BH -» BH' and w: M -» M' which both induce monomorphisms of cohomology rings (since the Serre spectral sequences of the relevant fibrations collapse). Thus if B/J and B'/J' are the presentations described in §2 for H*(M; Z) and H*(M'; Z), it follows that we can regard B' as a subalgebra of B and that J' = J n B'. For the case M = M(l, . . . ) and M' = Af(l, w -1), we can restate this as follows.
Proposition 4.1. In H*(M(l, . . .); Q), jc", w ffe smallest power ofxxx which is zero.
To prove the first assertion of Theorem 1.3, suppose we are given the factorization of 1 -t" and define an endomorphism <p of A by the given formula. We must show <p preserves the ideal /=</?,,... Multiplying both sides by P,(/) = 1 -t gives the desired factorization of 1 -/". 5. Proof of Theorem 1.4. We begin with a cautionary remark. Since there is a classification of cohomology endomorphisms for many Grassmann manifolds [GH1] , which correspond to partitions of length 2, and (at least for automorphisms) for the flag manifolds corresponding to the partitions n = 1 + • • • +1 [LI] , we might hope to proceed inductively by refining the first type of partition or coarsening the second.
In general, if M corresponds to a partition which is a refinement of that for M', recall from §4 that tt*: H*(M') -»• H*(M) is a monomorphism. Given an endomorphism of H*(M), can we restrict it to an endomorphism of H*(M'yl The conjugations show that this is not possible in general. Conversely, given an endomorphism of H*(M'), can we extend it to an endomorphism of H*(M)1 Both conjugations and projective endomorphisms show that this also is not possible in general. For example, the factorization of 1 -/" into irreducible (i.e. cyclotomic) polynomials corresponds, by Theorem 1.3, to a projective endomorphism which cannot be so extended.
Note. The arguments in this section work equally well for cohomology with rational or integral coefficients, and we use the integers.
Case I. <p(Tg+x) ^ 0. We begin by taking advantage of a result of [EL] to shorten the proof given in a preliminary version, [GH1] , of this paper. Let <p be a graded ring endomorphism of H*(M(l,p, q); Z). For simplicity, let / denote xx, and let Xj denote x2j for 1 < / < PLemma 5.1. Let X denote the coefficient of xx in <p(xj). If <p(Tq+x) ^ 0 and q > 2p2 -2, then the coefficient of Xj in <p(x,) is XJ and the coefficient of xxxp_x in <p(xp) is zero.
Proof. By [EL] , the coefficient of xx in tp(/) is zero. Given this fact, the proof proceeds as in paragraphs 1 through 5 in section 4 of [GH1] . We also use Lemma 5.2 below in place of Proposition 1 of [GH1] . □ Thus under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, <p has the form q>(t) = at,
•K^i) = A*i + bxt, tp(x2) = X2x2 + b2t2 + . . . <p(xp) = X"xp + bpt" + ctxp_x + 0xxxp_x + ....
The idea for the rest of the argument is, as in [GH1] , to compare coefficients in two expressions for <p(Tq + x). On one hand, <p(J) C J implies that <p(T +j) = NTq+x for some integer N. On the other hand, we can apply the definition of <p given above in terms of the coefficients X, a, bx, ..., to an explicit formula for Tq+X. We carry out the derivation of this formula far enough to be able to read off the coefficients of specific monomials. We now assume p > 3. If p = 2, the argument is similar in spirit to what follows, but different in detail.
We can find a monomial of the form Xp-Xxp in dimension 2(q + 1) precisely when we can write q + 1 = i(p -1) + jp for two nonnegative integers / and/ For this and similar requirements, the following lemma provides a simple sufficient condition. The proof is an easy exercise. Proof. The hypothesis on q guarantees that monomials of the forms we require can be found in dimension 2(q 4-1). Comparison of coefficients of a monomial of the form txp_ xxJp gives -(i,j)X"+x = -(iJ)aX" + (1, i,j)bxX" + (i -IJ + l)(j + l)cX"-" + x.
The terms on the right are the contributions of the images under <p of txp_xxp, xixp-ixp> and xp-\xi+X to the total coefficient of txp_xx^ in <p(Tq+x). The multinomial coefficients are the coefficients of these monomials in T'+, and the factor (j ■+■ 1) in the third term comes from the expansion of The equation simplifies to \p = aX"-x + (1 + i +j)bxX"-x -ic.
If / > p -1, from txp±pxxpi~p + x we get an equation which can be obtained from (2) by substituting i + p for / andy' -p + 1 for/ X" = aX"-1 + (2 + / + j)bxX"-x -(i + p)c.
Eliminate first a and then b, from (2) and (3).
X" = aX"-x + (p + q)c.
Similarly, from monomials t2xj,_xxJp and t2xp*pxpi~p+x, we get a pair of equations involving an additional coefficient, b2. Eliminating b2 and substituting from (4) 
which leads to a contradiction. From t\'xx^ and tixp'tpxxJp~p+x, we get another pair of equations involving b3 as well as the previous coefficients. Ehminating £>3 and then b2 and substituting from (4), (5), and (6) yields c = 0, the desired contradiction. (The reader is warned that the details require a little perseverance. Each of the last pair of equations involves fifteen terms.)
Since c = 0, it follows from (4) and (5) that bx = 0 and a = X. This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.3.
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Lemma 5.4. If a = X and bx = c = 0 in (1), then tp is the grading endomorphism of degree X, provided q > p2 -p -1.
Proof. Write all monomials involved in (1) in the standard form tJx'xl . . . xj>. Exclude t, xx, x2, . . ., xp, txp_x, xxxp, and order the rest lexicographically by exponents. If we assume inductively that all monomials less than a given monomial have coefficient zero in (1), and compare coefficients of that monomial in the two expressions for <p(Tq+x), then we see that it also has coefficient zero in (1) (cf. paragraph 6, §4 of [GH1] ).
Case II. <p(T9+j) -0.
Lemma 5.5. If q > 2p2 -2p -1, and <p(Tq+x) = 0, then <p(7}) = 0 for q + 2 < j<q+p = n-l.
Proof. The argument is a straightforward generalization of the proof of Lemma 2, §4 of [GH1] . Again there is an induction on monomials ordered lexicographically by exponent. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, the hypothesis on q guarantees that convenient monomials can be found in the relevant dimensions.
Lemma 5.6. If <p(t) = at and <p(Tj) = 0 for q + 1 < / < n -1, then <p is a projective endomorphism.
Proof. Since (1 + xx + • • • +xp)1, Tj = 2 (~ty, it follows from the hypothesis that tp(Tn) = ep((-/)") = (-at)". Let P = (1 + /)(1 + xx + ■ • ■ +xp). Applying <p to the defining equation P ~' = 2 Tj gives [^)]"' = e2 (-atr = e[i -(-atry1, j where Q is a polynomial of total degree q. Then Qy(P) = 1 -(-at)" is a factorization of 1 -(-at)" in Z[/, xx, . . ., xp] and hence in Z [/] . In particular, rf (P) is a polynomial in t, so that <p is projective.
Finally, of the four requirements on q, q > 2p2 -1 dominates the hypotheses of Lemmas 5.1-5.5.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.5. In this section we consider self-maps of a space X which are defined on any localization of X which inverts only finitely many primes. We shall suppress the localization in the notation and simply refer to these as self-maps of X.
Let f be such a self-map of BG, where G = U(l) X U(n2) X ■ ■ ■ X U(nk_j), and let T be a maximal torus in G. By [AM] , there is a conjugate 7" of T and an endomorphism xp so that the following diagram commutes. 
